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Confidentiality
This document is a public document, and intended for the NFP sector of Junee, it has been developed
in consultation with the community.
COVID-19

The consultation process started in February 2020 and culminated in the middle of the COVID-19
pandemic.
PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT

This document is intended for the use of the community of Nambucca Valley. The information in this
roadmap can assist your community in the following ways:
•

To assist and guide FRRR’s IRCF program funding and resources to NFPs in the community.

•

To help direct community resources and planning towards commonly desired capacity goals.

•

To assist your planning, and to contribute to the on-going development of the community
roadmap

The planning toolkit contained in the appendix can be used to undertake a planning session with your
group members. You can then take this information to your local facilitator to discuss alignment and
updating of the community roadmap and identifying your projects within this roadmap.
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The Investing in Rural Community Futures Program
The Investing in Rural Community Futures program is focussed on strengthening the capacity and
capability of grassroots not-for-profit (NFP)organisations in 3 communities – Junee, Leeton and the
Nambucca Valley.
The program seeks to work with the Junee community over a five-year period (2019-2023) offering a
toolbox of support. The toolbox will include access to funding and facilitation support to share
knowledge, information, and experience within individual organisations and across the NFP sector.
Image 1: IRCF development roadmap

Hypothesis
The program has an overarching hypothesis:
To support locally governed grassroots NFPs to be strong, resilient members of strong, resilient local
community sectors, and able to fulfil their missions with greater impact. Through this program, FRRR
seeks to invest in projects that support revitalisation to make a shift from surviving to thriving across
the community.
The program uses a place-based approach and co-design methods that support the NFP sector in each
community to develop their own solutions and approaches. The strategic priorities that underpin the
program, and ultimately what it supports to achieve this hypothesis, are tabled overleaf.
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Image 2: IRCF Strategic Priorities

Community Roadmap
From the outset, FRRR has planned to work with each community to develop an IRCF Community
Roadmap (CR) and to articulate aspirations, priorities for the program, associated resourcing, and
delivery needs from 2020-2023. The intent of this process is to work with the communities under a
co-design framework, creating the scaffolding for IRCF to operate in each community. This process
has been conducted over 4 workshops with the community NFPs between February – April 2020. It
aims to build on data that was collected through the IRCF journey:
•

desktop analysis during the site selection phase

•

the IRCF Roadshow Report1

•

the startup grant process, and

•

the Expression of Interest submission.

The full IRCF Community roadmap for Junee was distributed for further comment through the month
of April 2020.

1

FRRR IRCF Roadshow Report 2019, N.Bramble, A.Mudford
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The Junee Not for Profit Sector
Junee is a medium-sized town in the Riverina region of New South Wales – a town near Wagga
Wagga. It is located within Wiradjuri country of the Australia’s first nations people, the Junee Shire
Council, and the Regional Development Australia Riverina. The town's prosperity and mixed services
economy is based on a combination of agriculture, rail transport, light industry, and government
services – specifically, the Junee Correctional Centre run by the GEO group. In 2015 Junee's urban
population was 6,230.
With over 80 NFPs within its boundaries, Junee has a depth and breadth distinctive of any rural town
in Australia. NFPs have a variety of interest and these range from two effective Show Societies that
hold two very contrasting styles of annual shows. The first is a large sporting community that attracts
thousands of competitive rugby and motorsports participants and tourists each year. The second are
two museums including Broadway Museum and Junee Roundhouse Railway Museum, and through
the Athenium Theatre – a strong arts scene. Tackling large social issues and providing a range of
community support is the Junee Community Centre. Junee has a rich indigenous culture, and this can
be evidenced through the presence of the Awesome Ladies, a recently established group in the
community. The active Junee Business and Trades are pivotal to many community events and
projects in the town. You me and Junee is the information centre that is home to a vibrant tourism
group. Additionally, the town is supported by dependable Lions, Rotary and CWA groups that are
actively participating in local giving and support. Junee Community Power, is also extremely active
and has big plans to support the NFP sector with its energy costs.
To find out more, head to the Junee community directory, an online hub of community information
and a database of NFPs for Junee. The community directory was funded through the FRRR IRCF Start
Up Grants.

How Connected is Junee?
Using a system mapping approach, we captured the relationships between community organisations
during our first roadshow in 2019. We created a systems map visualising the interconnectedness of
locally governed community organisations. This was reviewed at the 2020 community workshop
which highlighted the development of those community relationships.
It is clear from the work undertaken during 2019 to 2020 that there has been an increase in the level
of relationship building between locally governed NFPs. Community connectedness: collaboration and
partnerships is an important measure of sustainable and resilient communities. The systems map will
be reflected on over the life of the IRCF program as a measure of community connectedness.
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Image 3: Community consultation

Photo of IRCF Manager, Alli Mudford and Junee local, Tony Butt at a community consultation
workshop discussing systems map.
The diagram below (Image 4) represents the current version of the systems map, demonstrating the
strength of the relationship between locally governed community organizations.

Image 4: Junee systems map
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What is important to Junee?
Four key themes came through clearly from data gathered at the workshop.
These are interconnected themes represented at Image 5 and listed below for clarity.
•
•
•
•

Skills, Knowledge and Resources
Collaboration and Communication
Mentoring and Volunteering
Sustainability

Image 5: Themes

These key themes can be recognised in the
opportunities and ideas listed by the
community in each of their IRCF strategic
priorities on the following roadmaps.
The local IRCF facilitator continues to work with
the community on the roadmap. There will also
be necessary adjustments in the first few years, as
the impacts of COVID-19 are better understood.
For example, this may delay projects or activities
such as community networking events.
The following pages are images from the
community roadmaps developed in 2020. It is
noted that the following images have been
compressed for this report. The originals are best viewed in A3 size. To view the roadmap in PDF form
visit https://www.frrr.org.au/cb_pages/IRCF_VFFF.php
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Image 6: Junee 5-year goals
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Image 7: Plan on a page. Consolidated roadmap showing all activities across the IRCF Strategic priorities.
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Image 8: People IRCF Strategic priorities.
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Image 9: Systems and Structures IRCF Strategic priorities.
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Image 10: Sector efficiencies IRCF Strategic priorities.
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Image 11: Strategy IRCF Strategic priorities.
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Identified Projects
A range of projects were developed by the community during the facilitation stage. These projects
are listed below. For detailed information on these projects see Appendix 1. Since the time of
printing, some of these may have been funded and other projects will be developed. This list of
projects will be updated annually. For locally governed NFP who have identified a project they wish to
be recognised on for the list of community priorities, the toolkit in the appendix, and support from
the local IRCF facilitator will assist the development of these projects.
•

Digital transformation

•

Junee Community Power Inc.

•

Community Hub / Pilot Community Hub / Technology centre

•

Community resourcing / communication

•

Junee Community Centre

•

Friends of the Athenium Theatre and Cultural Centre – film screenings

•

Improve skills and communication for all NFPs

•

Infrastructure for community events

•

Junee Business and Trades

•

Sustainability of the Junee Community Centre

•

Run group work (Family Referral Service) at schools

•

Install audio/visual systems throughout Junee ex-services club for use by all of Junee
community.

•

Increase tourism

•

Food security

•

PA System which operates independently on sporting grounds, showground, Burns Park,
Laurie Daley oval and Loftus oval Lighting and football club

•

Community infrastructure
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Conclusion
The IRCF Community Roadmaps are a key step in the methodology to articulate what the
communities want to do in the IRCF program and how this will guide investment in the regions. It has
allowed FRRR to delve deeper into the communities and to facilitate discussions on the future
capacity and sustainability of the NFP sector moving forward.
Key themes for Junee and its community that came through the building of the Community Roadmap
were:
• Junee wants to invest and shape itself with strong community infrastructure projects that will
help the community thrive, such as community power, sharing of equipment and resources,
and by developing the community hub.
• The depth and breadth of community leaders in the Junee community is vast. Throughout the
consultation process been the community leaders have been extremely energized, positive,
and action-orientated and are ready to drive change within the community sector.
• Diversity in ages; backgrounds and interests in their volunteer sector was evident throughout
the consultation and this translates into a stronger community with a range of different
services and interest groups offered and ideas and aspirations catering for a diversified
demographic.
• There was limited level of awareness between NFPs, their networks and commonality
between goals and aspirations when we first visited but through this process it has been
evident to see the closer bonds formed and the collaboration really starting to ignite change.
• Local partnerships and projects that have come to fruition outside the IRCF funding but
through the facilitated conversations over the past 18 months have been a positively
unexpected outcome of the process.

Next Steps
This concludes the first iteration of the Junee Community Roadmap 2020. Partnership grants will be
made available to the locally governed community NFPs and a facilitator (.4FTE) will also be employed
to support the delivery of the CR. It is envisaged that we will review, reflect, and have conversations
around this document as we move through the IRCF program timeframes and will update it unfolds.
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Appendix 1: Identified projects
Strategic
Priority

Project Name

Interested organisations +
Purpose
people

Efficiencies

Digital transformation

All

Efficiencies

Junee Community Power
Inc.

Efficiencies

Community Hub / Pilot
Community Hub /
Technology centre

Junee Community Centre;
Food bank/Solar PV; Junee
Senior Citizen Hall;
Lawson House; Food;
Shop; Community centre,
Senior citizens home;
Lawson House, Cooinda
Court and Community Hub
Junee Community Centre
Business and Trade; GEO;
Abattoirs; Junee Shire
Council; Lions; Rotary
Men’s shed; Lawson
House; Cooinda Court
Senior Citizens; CWA

People +
Efficiencies

Community resourcing /
communication

All

Strategy

Junee Community Centre

Junee Community Centre

Cloud-based systems investigated (e.g. minutes; ZOOM video conferencing etc.)

Reduce power usage and increase self-sustainability

Coordinated information, mentoring, training and more
practical assistance is available / Central place for people to
access: assistance and guidance, resources, meeting rooms,
access to IT, advocacy, and information centre.
Sharing resources and communicating.
Community directory expanded to include training of volunteers in nominated
areas.
Sharing information, eliminating overlaps, increasing confidence, building a
volunteer base.
Develop networking and communication systems between groups.
Sustainability of the Junee Community Centre
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Strategy

People

Efficiencies

Efficiencies

Strategy

Efficiencies

Efficiencies

Junee Community Centre;
Awesome Ladies
Seed funding to develop sustainable film screening program
Cooinda Court Aged
(could we expand to include village halls also)
Hostel; Junee hospital
Vinnies; Salvation Army
Develop skills in NFPs around meeting procedures, training for
office bearers and gain a greater understanding of governance (Training for
Improve skills and
NFP volunteers in correct meeting procedures.
communication
All
Ongoing training for NFP for specific roles in organisations e.g. Treasurer,
for all NFPs
Public Officer, Secretary, President.
Develop good governance in all NFPs)
Infrastructure for community events such as Rhythm n Rail and Christmas
All community events
on Broadway and smaller events. Some small events require a facility
Infrastructure for community including Rhythm n Rail
to be able to cook meals, store perishable items, and provide tables,
events
and Christmas
chairs and portable marquees. Larger events require a substantial stage
on Broadway.
with sound and lighting systems etc.
Events trailer to have centralised equipment to help the staging of community
events,
Junee Business and Trades All
including trestle tables, chairs and marquees,
along with a Mobile Stage incorporating a sound system
The organisation is a service provider but so much more than this. More time
Community Hub
Sustainability of the Junee
needed to grow, reflect and sustain the organisation’s focus.
School training
Community Centre
Free up time to work on organisation effectiveness and sustainability.
GEO
Provide core support to community hub.
Relationships Australia
would like to work
Run group work (Family
alongside all Junee
Link families to local support programs
Referral Service) at schools
community services to link
to programs
Install audio/visual systems Local community and
throughout Junee exsporting groups.
services club for use by all Junee Community Centre
of Junee community.
Junee Business and Trades
Friends of the Athenium
Theatre and
Cultural Centre – film
screenings
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Strategy

Strategy

Efficiencies

Increase Tourism

Bethungra on the up.
Illabo showground groups.
Establish social enterprise bakery to develop cafes
Old Junee progress
association.

Food security

Community Hub /
Combined Churches Food Food security, rescue and develop food-based programs (Sustainability?)
security

PA system

Showground Society /
Riverina School Boys
Carnival etc.

Community Lighting and football club
Infrastructure infrastructure

Football Club

PA System which operates independently on sporting grounds, showground, Burns
Park,
Laurie Daley oval and Loftus oval
– but can be linked
New lights for grounds, nets, change room, refurbish
Football Club
Shutter on canteen and uniform shop
(keep mice and dust out) $25k
Update girls change rooms $30k - $150k
New scoreboard $13k
Goal posts x 3 $15k
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Appendix 2: Planning facilitation toolkit
How to use this toolkit
To assist facilitators undertaking this process, this roadmap uses a mixed methodology, lending from
the ‘Now, Where, How’ and ‘Backwards mapping’ processes. You can find information on these
methodologies online which will help you understand the approach to use when undertaking your
own facilitated session.
1. Using the roadmap image, you can start by asking your members, what their goal is. If 5-years
is too long into the future for your planning purposes, then choose another year such as 3
years.
2. Once the goal has been set, you then ask your members to work backwards. E.g. if Year 3 is
increased volunteer numbers, then what needs to happen to achieve that. They can then
decide what year this should take place. Allow the members to brainstorm. Do not correct
their assumptions or bring in resource constraints at this point.
3. Once they have done this, ask members to critically assess the resources you have available to
do those things. We generally have a positive approach, rather than a realistic approach in
planning. So, for your group, ensure they take a ‘what’s realistic and achievable’ approach.
They may find that their 3-year goal is a 4-year goal as there is only so much that is able to be
done in each year.
4. Assess the map, are there any gaps? Look at the end goals and work backwards, is there
anything missing in the lead-up to that goal that, if not recognised in your plan will be a barrier
to achieving the goal? Think of this stage as a series of steps helping you get from one side of
the river to the other. Make sure you have documented the big steps towards your goal.
5. Once the majority is satisfied the roadmap represents the goals and what big things need to be
done to achieve those goals, ask them to consider the roadmap and develop a priority project
from this. Ask what goals are dependent on others? For example, to increase your online
fundraising you might first need to develop your marketing knowledge and marketing
materials such as videos of your projects. You cannot go straight into promoting your
fundraising campaign without these being done first.
6. When you have identified a priority project, use the prototyping worksheet in the following
pages to start to think through what your project should look like and who it should involve. If
you are wanting the project to be recognised in the community roadmap, you should discuss
alignment to the IRCF strategic priorities.
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Area aligned to IRCF Priorities

Project Prototyping Worksheet

People

Systems and
Structures

Sector
efficiencies

Investing in
Strategy

My / Our project idea is to:

I/We think this project will make the community/us stronger by:

Checkpoint: How will the project specifically help us achieve this outcome?

I/We think this will work, but we know we need to talk to people first to explore all the scenarios and
opportunities. To make sure the project is designed with the people who influence/or are involved in
the area we want to make a difference in. To do this we will talk with the following organisations /
people to get feedback and explore partnerships

People

Organisations
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Name:
Project:

Organisation:

What would need to happen, and when? What does the timeline look like?

What resources would we need?

Ways I can start testing if this project
idea could work

If there was no money for this project,
How else could we do this?
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